222 words Significance Statement: 115 Introduction: 644 Abstract 1 Cerebellar granule cells (GrCs) constitute over half of all neurons in the vertebrate brain and are 2 proposed to decorrelate convergent mossy fiber inputs in service of learning. Interneurons 3 within the granule cell layer, Golgi cells (GoCs), are the primary inhibitors of this vast 4 population and therefore play a major role in influencing the computations performed within 5 the layer. Despite this central function for GoCs, few studies have directly examined how GoCs 6
Dynamic clamp 150 We built and utilized a custom microcontroller-based dynamic clamp system with 10 µs 151 input-output latency (Desai et al., 2017) . We modified the layout, customized resistors, and GrCs recording data set or previous reports (Rossi and Hamann, 1998) . Fast phasic IPSCs had a 156 2.15 ms rise time, 2.29 ms decay tau, and a peak conductance of 0.3 nS or 1.2 nS. Slow IPSCs: 157 had a 30.2 ms rise time, 630 ms decay tau, and peak conductances of 0.032 or 0.32 nS. IPSG For post hoc morphological analyses following slice electrophysiology, tissue was transferred to 168 warm 4% paraformaldehyde and postfixed for less than 3 hrs then placed in 30% sucrose. 169 Tissue was rinsed in 0.1M PB for 30 min then treated in 0.3% Triton X-100 in 0.1M PB for 2 170 hrs followed by three washes in PB (10 min each). To visualize biocytin, tissue was incubated 171 with streptavidin conjugated to AlexaFluor 647 or 555 (Life Technologies) diluted 1:100 in 0.1 172 M PB overnight at 4 °C followed by three washes in PB (20 min each). Morphological analysis 185 GoC reconstructions were performed using Neurolucida 360 software (MBF Bioscience; RRID: 186 7 SCR_001775). Processes were traced in user-guided mode. Fine grained reconstructions 187 captured axonal and dendritic swellings by adjusting points along processes to match thickness.
188
Because individual GoCs spanned multiple sections, each section was individually 189 reconstructed, then each reconstructed section was stacked using morphological landmarks 190 visible across sections, such as the Purkinje cell layer. To define the relative extent of basal 191 axons and dendrites, we traced these processes with attention to process thickness and contours. 
204
The density of GlyT2 boutons was determined by mapping boutons in 6 GlyT2-GFP GCL 205 samples and dividing the total bouton count by the volume of the image. Density measurements 206 were then compared between single GoCs and the GlyT2-GFP+ population by computing the 207 ratio of bouton densities in a single GoC and mean GlyT2-GFP bouton density. The ratio was 208 used to estimate the fraction of bouton density accounted for by a single GoC. We display the 209 distribution of density ratios in a histogram normalized by the total number of boutons with a 210 bin size of 0.05. 213 Paired and unpaired t-test were performed using RStudio (version 1.0.136; RStudio). Linear 214 regression analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 7.04 (GraphPad software; 215 RRID:SCR_002798). Statistical tests are specified in the text. Electrophysiological and 216 morphological analyses are described above. 220 Rules of integration in GrCs will depend critically on the structure of feedforward inhibition 221 within the granule cell layer (GCL). Previous studies have proposed contradictory integrative 222 models. Influential older work proposed that GoC axons tile the GCL in a non-overlapping 223 manner such that GrCs are innervated by a single GoC (Eccles et al., 1967) , yet physiological 224 measurements estimated convergence of multiple GoCs onto GrCs but the existence of slow 225 spillover current makes convergence estimates challenging (Rossi and Hamann, 1998) . Several 226 morphological features of GoCs, including axonal volume and bouton density, are each 227 essential to infer the inhibitory convergence in the GCL. Therefore, we set out to define the 228 density of GoC basal axons to test these assumptions and inform inhibitory connectivity rules in 229 the GCL. We performed comprehensive basal arbor reconstruction to quantify GoC 230 morphological characteristics that contribute to spatial distribution of feedforward inhibition in 231 the GCL. To do so, we used a sparse viral labeling technique which restricted the number of -Palay, 1974; Hull and Regehr, 2012; Vervaeke et al., 2012; Ankri et al., 2015; Rudolph et 248 al., 2015; Szoboszlay et al., 2016) . Dendrites comingled with axons but were considerably 249 shorter (Fig. 1C, right) , with a length totaling 1.4 mm ( Fig. 1D ) and encompassing a computed 250 volume of 0.41 x 10 6 µm 3 (Fig. 1 E; convex hull volume; Neurolucida, see Methods). Because 251 the total axon processes was ~20 times longer than basal dendrites, GoC mediated inhibition is 252 predicted to be distributed more widely than the afferent input in the GCL, as has been 253 previously noted (D'Angelo et al., 2013) .
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The highly restricted cell labeling in vivo also permitted novel quantification of GoC bouton 255 density and numbers. Axons also possessed distinct bouton swellings (~3 µm diameter). We GoCs were studded with a total of 6,000-7,500 boutons (5.9x10 3 and 7.46x10 3 ), for an average 259 single GoC bouton density of 3.25x10 5 boutons/mm 3 . We calculated the nearest bouton by 260 Euclidean distance, which revealed that a majority (84 -93%) were within 4 µm of one another boutons were more closely spaced, with a prominent peak at ~ 1.5 µm compared to the peak at GoC. In areas within 50 µm of a GoC soma, single GoC axons tended to account for 60-80% of 282 bouton density, suggesting that glomeruli here are likely dominated by a single GoC (Fig. 3D ).
283
The proportion of population bouton density accounted for by a single GoC falls off with ms respectively, similar to group 2 excitatory inputs previously described (Chabrol et al., 2015) .
307 Surprisingly, however, given the large spatial convergence of MFs and subsequent divergence 308 of inhibition within the GCL fast phasic IPSCs recorded at 0-3 mV holding potentials were 309 uncommon, observed in just 5/12 responsive GrCs and 5/96 total GrCs (Fig. 4C, G) . Fast phasic 310 IPSCs were distinct from EPSCs, with smaller amplitudes and slower kinetics, averaging 40.3 ± 311 5.5 pA, with 0.9 ± 0.1 ms 10-90% rise times and 2.7 ± 0.4 ms 37% decay times ( Fig. 4I ; n = 5; 312 EPSC vs IPSC amplitude, p=0.007; rise time, p < 0.001; decay time, p = 0.001; unpaired t-tests).
313
These measurements were statistically indistinguishable from spontaneous fast phasic 314 inhibitory currents (amplitude, p = 0.1; rise time, p = 0.3; decay time, p = 0.2; unpaired t-tests), 315 suggesting they originate from single GoCs rather than recruitment of multiple convergent 316 GoCs. Moreover, as expected for feedforward inhibition, IPSC latencies and temporal 317 variability were distinct from those of EPSCs ( Fig. 4D ), averaging 13.5 ± 0.9 ms vs 4.2 ± 0.3 318 ms for EPSCs, with latency jitter (SD of latency) averaging 3.6 ± 0.7 ms versus 0.29 ± 0.2 ms 319 for EPSCs ( Fig. 4E ; p < 0.001; unpaired t-test). Thus, fast phasic inhibition observed in GrCs 320 following NC optogenetic stimulation had the hallmark of feedforward inhibition mediated 321 through GoC recruitment but was nevertheless uncommon.
322
Given the shared sparseness of direct excitatory and disynaptic phasic inhibitory inputs to GrCs 323 following NC stimulation, we next examined the overlap of these inputs onto single GrCs. As 324 expected for sparse synaptic contacts, GrCs with phasic responses to NC pathway stimulation 325 showed either EPSCs (58.3%) or fast phasic IPSCs (41.6%) but not both in our recording set 326 ( Fig. 4I ). When NC EPSCs were elicited at -70 mV, no fast phasic IPSC was detectable holding 327 the cell at 0 mV; conversely, when IPSCs were evident at 0 mV, no EPSC was detectable at -70 328 mV.
329
Slow spillover mediated inhibition has been proposed as the primary form of inhibition within 330 the GCL, so we next examined GrCs for slow inhibitory currents. Slow inhibitory currents were 331 observed in all GrCs with phasic excitatory or inhibitory responses, with an average charge 332 transfer of 124.5 ± 21 (pA·ms; IPSC area) ( Fig. 4H, J) . Thus, slow phasic inhibition dominates 333 feedforward inhibitory processing from identified MF pathways, consistent with observations 334 from electrical stimulation.
335
To contrast experiments studying low density of MFs from the NC pathway, we next examined 336 GrC responses to a dense MF population originating in the pontine nuclei with optogenetics 337 (Huang et al., 2013; Gilmer and Person, 2017) . We recorded whole cell patch clamp recordings 338 of GrCs in the vicinity of labeled MFs. Light stimulation evoked excitatory or fast phasic 339 inhibitory currents in 21 GrCs (Fig. 4K , L, M; EPSCs, 55.6 ± 7.6 pA, with 0.4 ± 0.03 ms 340 10-90% rise times and 1.3 ± 0.11 ms 37% decay times, 2.8 ± 0.2 ms latency (n=18); IPSCs; 341 22.2 ± 1.2 pA, with 2.2 ± 0.4 ms 10-90% rise times and 2.3 ± 0.5 ms 37% decay times; 12.8 ± 342 2.1 ms latency (n=8)). The fraction of overlap of phasic EPSCs and fast phasic IPSCs was 343 higher with pontine stimulation, as expected of a denser input: EPSCs without phasic IPSCs 344 were evoked in 62% of GrCs and exclusively phasic IPSCs were evoked in 14% of recorded 345 GrCs, constituting 76% of responsive cells. In the remaining 24% of responsive neurons, 346 pontine MF stimulation evoked both EPSCs and fast phasic IPSCs (5/21) ( Fig. 4O ). Thus, 347 density of MF afferents influences the overlap between phasic excitation and inhibition. As was 348 observed for NC fibers, however, slow inhibitory currents dominated fast phasic inhibition, and 349 were seen in all cells with phasic currents following pontine MF activation, with an average 350 charge transfer of 88 ± 8.0 (pA·ms) ( Fig. 4N, P) .
351
To summarize, fast phasic inhibition was probabilistically recruited onto GrCs depending on the 352 approximate density of MF terminals but slow inhibitory currents were much more widespread, Hz light pulse 500 ms train to approximate feedforward inhibition. Across the population, this 371 manipulation did not significantly change optogenetically driven firing compared to optogenetic 372 stimulation alone (Fig. 5A, B ; -3.9 ± 2.3 Hz from baseline, p > 0.1, paired t-test; n=8), although In previous dynamic clamp studies, slow spillover-like inhibitory currents attenuated GrC firing 392 more effectively than fast phasic IPSCs (Crowley et al., 2009) . We extended these experiments 393 to explicitly test a role for feedforward inhibition, such that the slow current was delayed 394 relative to excitation and used conductances mimicking current from a single GoC or higher 395 conductances that reflect summated slow phasic inhibition. We first mimicked slow phasic 396 14 inhibition from a single GoC, injecting IPSGs (0.032 nS) following the first light stimulation, 397 again delayed by 12.8 ms. This experimental condition did not reduce MF driven firing rates 398 ( Fig. 5G, H, -4 .4 ± 2.2 Hz from baseline, p >0.05, paired t-test, n=8). Because multiple GoCs 399 converge in a glomerulus we next tested higher conductance IPSGs that reflect summated slow 400 phasic inhibition. We therefore increased conductance 10 fold capturing summation. As 401 expected, larger slow phasic IPSGs (0.32 nS) strongly attenuated rates in most GrCs (Fig. 5J, K 411 The dynamic clamp experiments indicate that fast phasic feedforward inhibition from GoCs 412 plays only a minor role in temporally structuring GrC responses to MF input and support the 413 alternative view that slow, convergent inhibitory events preferentially regulate the threshold of 414 GrCs (Brickley et al., 1996; Wall and Usowicz, 1997; Rossi and Hamann, 1998; Hamann et al., 415 2002; Mitchell and Silver, 2003) . Threshold regulation was a major role for GoCs in theoretical 416 studies proposing a role for pattern discrimination by GrCs, and predict that GoC recruitment 417 would scale with input density (Marr, 1969; Pellionisz and Szentagothai, 1973; Mapelli et al., 418 2009; Honda and Ito, 2017). Therefore, identifying rules of GoC recruitment is essential to 419 differentiate between diverse models of GrC information processing.
GoC recruitment scales with MF input density
421
To better understand the rules of GoC recruitment by identified MF inputs, we next recorded 422 from GoCs directly, measuring evoked firing and synaptic currents following optogenetic 423 stimulation of MFs originating in the cerebellar or pontine nuclei (Fig. 6A ). We used 424 GlyT2-eGFP mice to identify GoCs under fluorescence, noting that this excludes a small 425 subpopulation of GoCs from our dataset (Simat et al., 2007) . We first tested the efficacy of 426 EPSPs from both NC and pontine sources to drive firing in GoCs in current clamp mode during 427 15 trains of stimuli delivered at rates between 20-60 Hz (Fig. 6C ). We performed linear regression prompting us to look closer at the relationship between MF activity and GoCs. Indeed, when we 437 examined the relationship of firing rate with stimulation rate in individual neurons, we noted 438 that some were strongly correlated, with significant within-cell correlation (Fig. 6F; p<0 .04, 439 n=7) while many cells were not ( Fig. 6E; p>0.05, n=28 ). We next examined whether properties 440 of the EPSCs differed between these groups and found a strong bias toward stronger EPSCs 441 supporting linear input-output relations (Fig. 6G; 332 .1 ± 41.5 pA, n=7). Weaker EPSCs, by 442 contrast, did not modulate GoC spike rates with increasing stimulus rates ( Fig. 6G; 71 .5 ± 8.1 443 pA, n=35).
445
These findings indicate that EPSC amplitude determines the input filtering properties of GoCs. 446 To identify factors that influence the amplitude of EPSCs onto GoCs, we took advantage of the 447 fact that optogenetic probes are coupled with a fluorophore, thus we could directly measure the 448 density of activated inputs. This allowed us test the prediction that MF convergence onto GoCs As described in previous studies (Kanichay and Silver, 2008; Hull and Regehr, 2012; Cesana et 472 al., 2013; Gao et al., 2016) , there was considerable diversity in GoC EPSC properties, which 473 differed by amplitude, latency and whether they were singular or included disynaptic feedback 474 via parallel fiber input from GrCs. In general, EPSCs fell into three broad classes, which 475 included (1) short latency; (2) mixed short-and long-latency producing multiple peaks per 476 stimulus; (3) and long-latency (Fig. 6D) . Consistent with the view that these response classes 477 reflect mono and di-synpatic input, biocytin fills of recorded GoCs revealed ChR2-RFP 478 expressing MF inputs adjacent to somata and/or basal dendrites in the case of short-latency 479 (<3.6 ms) responders (9/11 short latency responders were recovered) but not in the case of 480 long-latency responders (3/3 > 3.8 ms; Fig. 6B ). Furthermore, bath application of the NMDA 481 receptor antagonist CPP reduced the likelihood of multipeaked EPSC being elicited from 37.9 ± 482 14.0 % to 5.8 ± 1.0 % (n=3), supporting the view that late synaptic responses were the result of 483 disynaptic recruitment of GrCs (Cesana et al., 2013) . GoCs dynamically modulate MF-GrC gain as predicted in numerous models (Mitchell and 489 Silver, 2003) . GoC EPSC multipeak probability was linearly correlated with the initial EPSC 490 amplitude ( Fig. 6J ; R 2 =0.41, p<0.0001, F=27.9, DF=40, n=42), indicating that stronger input 491 recruited more GrCs. Interestingly, however, there was no detectable change in multipeak 492 probability or number of peaks over the course of moderate frequency (40 Hz) stimulus trains 493 (p = 0.68, p = 0.65, paired t-test of early vs late train multipeak probability or early vs late train 494 number of peaks per stimulus). This stability of multipeak probability was evident regardless of 495 whether multipeak probability was high or low at the beginning of the stimulus train. Coupled GrCs; that spillover mediated feedforward inhibition preferentially alters GrC thresholds; and 508 that convergent afferents are essential to recruit GoC inhibition in a manner consistent with a 509 global 'listening' mechanism suited for normalizing activity in the GCL. These data indicate 510 that the large multimodal integrative capacity of the GoC, combined with physiological 511 integrative rules of GrCs set up a MF activity level-detector to regulate inhibition levels within 512 the GCL. These data disfavor a role for GoCs in temporally sharpening GrC responses to MF 513 input, simplifying the computational role of GoCs in the layer. 2009), and assume that inhibitory interneurons contact all or nearly all neurons in the field to 519 effectively regulate population activity (Marr, 1969; Albus, 1971; Billings et al., 2014; Duguid 520 et al., 2015; Cayco-Gajic et al., 2017) . Similar roles have been proposed for cerebellar GoCs 521 but although their morphology has long been appreciated as complex and suitable for 522 widespread inhibition, quantitative analysis of axonal density has not been performed, leading 523 to conflicting speculation about whether inhibition they produce is spatially structured. Our 524 morphometry shows that GoCs are suited to contact every nearby GrC. This is important in 525 light of potential alterative computations that could distribute inhibition to subsets of 526 neighboring GrCs to decorrelate or temporally sculpt responses. Our findings show that rather, 527 cerebellar GoCs favor a blanket inhibitory process within the region. The conclusions drawn from the reconstruction data indicate that the GoC is in a position to 558 'globally' inhibit GrCs within range of its axonal arbors, as seen in thresholding motifs (Marr, 559 1969; Albus, 1971) . However, examination of GrCs that were excited by to optogenetic 560 activation of MF input revealed surprisingly sparse fast phasic inhibition, even when MF inputs 561 were dense (Fig.4 ). This seeming inconsistency was resolved by analyzing GrCs for 562 spillover-like slow inhibitory currents. This form of inhibition, which differs in kinetics and 563 amplitude from direct phasic inhibition was always observed in GrCs activated by MFs. Slow 564 spill-over mediated IPSCs have been extensively studied in GrCs (Rossi and Hamann, 1998; 565 Mitchell and Silver, 2000; Rossi et al., 2003; Duguid et al., 2012; Duguid et al., 2015) and 566 shown to dominate inhibitory processing in GrCs. The difference in likelihood of fast phasic 567 and slow spillover currents, coupled with the extremely high density of GoC boutons suggested 568 that fast phasic inhibitory events occur probabilistically due to the chance spatial proximity of 569 GrCs dendrites relative to GoC axonal boutons. This view may be consistent with the 570 observation that 'tonic inhibition' is present in the GCL. This form of inhibition, which lacks 571 resolvable inhibitory current kinetic modulation, may be at the end of a continuum of inhibitory 572 currents where the distance from GrC dendrite to GoC boutons releasing GABA dictates 573 kinetics.
575
Nevertheless, the striking differences between these IPSCs prompted further investigation into 576 the relative physiological roles of these forms of inhibition. Previous studies have shown using 577 dynamic clamp that slow inhibition strongly inhibits GrCs (Crowley et al., 2009; Solinas et al., 578 2010; Duguid et al., 2015) . We extended these studies by combining physiological levels of 579 inhibition through a dynamic clamp with optogenetic activation of pontine MFs to directly test 580 the temporal windowing hypothesis of phasic inhibition (Kalmbach et al., 2011) . We 581 specifically tested if phasic inhibition or slow spillover inhibitory events, offset in time from 582 20 EPSPs, as would occur with feedforward inhibition, modulated the duration of spiking in GrCs.
583 Surprisingly, we found little consistent effect of fast phasic inhibition on any parameter of GrC 584 spiking -with no consistent effects on spike rate or duration of firing. By contrast, slow 585 spillover like conductances, offset in time relative to opto-EPSPs did reduce rate, but effects on 586 spiking duration were inconsistent.
588
It was surprising to us to find such a limited effect of phasic inhibition on the timing of spiking 589 in GrCs, particularly since regulating the duration of MF mediated bursting would seem to be a 590 straight forward mechanism of sparsening GrC recruitment or diversifying spike timing.
591
However, recent work has proposed an alternative mechanism based on diversity in short-term 
